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Introduction: 

In the fall of 1991, as comments began circulating about the high 
business cost of flying into Burlington's International Airport 
(BTV) , GBIC and the LCRCC took a quick look at BTV, as it compared 
to neighboring regional airports in New England, in both passenger 
load and landing fees. At that time it was learned that BTV ranked 
fifth out of seven in both those categories. 

Now as concerns are raised about the impact that decreased jet 
service will have on the regional business community, GBIC and the 
LCRCC again have taken a quick look at .the level of enplanements 
and the types of planes that currently service the airport. That 
information has been collected for Portland, Maine and Providence, 
Rhode Island for comparative purposes. ' 

Enplanements: 

Between '91 and '92 enplanements at BTV increased 5%. Figures for 
this year-to-date indicate that, overall, air travel remains fairly 
even with last year. 

This gradual improvement is also reflected in at least two other 
New England airports which were quickly surveyed. Portland, ME and 
Providence, RI reported enplanement increases of 5% and 8%, 
respectively, during that same time period. 

According to representatives at these three airports, the increase 
in air passengers is due, in part, to the improvement in the 
economy rather than an actual increase in the number of flights 
into these airports. 

Type of Aircraft: 

As the regional and national economy worsened, businesses cut back 
on a variety of operating expenses including employee air travel. 
with the decrease in demand, airlines implemented cost efficiency 
measures by switching from the larger capacity jets to smalle+, 
regional commuter planes. 

The economics of geography has also played an important role in 
determining the type of plane used within New England. Jets are 
most economical when servicing airports that are at least 400 miles 
apart. The proximity of airports in New England (roughly 200 miles 
from each other) makes this an expensive trip for jets. 
Consequently, airlines are opting to deploy regional commuter 
planes to maintain the level of service necessary, while offering 
business greater frequency of flights and flexibility in schedules. 

At BTV, roughly 80 to 90 flights (total .arrivals and departures) 
occur daily. Overall, the number of jets has decreased but, there 
have also been upgrades in the types of commuter services provided. 



,. 

o Northwest has increased the size of 'its turbo 
props; 

o united is adding a second jet; 
o united Express has increased the majority of 

its flights from 25 to 40 passenger capacity; 
o Mohawk has added a new line of flights,' and; 
o Roadair flies betweeri Burlington and Montreal 

four round trips daily into Mirabelle, borval 
and Bromont. \. 

Approximately 25% to 30% of the passenger traffic out of BTV is on 
commuter services. 

Portland has been experiencing a similar phenomenon. A slight 
decrease in jet service has been compensated for with an increase 
in regional commuter service. Roughly 26% of their passengers ride 
commuter planes. The chief obstacle for this airport seems to be 
the size of its terminal - it cannot accommodate anymore jets until 
their expand their facility. 

Providence has 39 jet departures and 69 regional commuter 
departures daily. That airport has experienced a slight decrease in 
jet service in recent years, due to the recessionary climate. They 
are serviced by United, Northwest, USAir, Delta, continental and 
American airlines. 

Summary: 

The recent decrease in jet service to Burlington's International 
Airport is not unlike experiences at neighboring' airports. A 
traumatic regional recession and the resultant decrease' in consumer 
demand, combined with the geographic proximity of New England's 
airports, have resulted in a change in the way the airlines 
industry services this part of the country. A decline in expensive 
jet service has, however, resulted in some other opportunities for 
business travelers. 

The airlines industry has. increased and upgraded the kinds hf 
regional commuter services among these three airports. A steady 
number of departures and more flexible schedules have provided 
business with greater choice about ai'r travel in this area. with 
the gradually increasing number of air passengers, it is not 
unlikely that further upgrades in business services could be 
realized. 
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